THE GREEN SHEET
Gulfstream Park Selections
By, John M. Gaver III
www.johngaver.com

Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting
Seventeenth Day: Sunday, December 24, 2017
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 165-49-31-19—30%W, 60%ITM
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth
BEST BET: #4 Grand Candy (4th race)—3-1 M.L.
LIVE LONGSHOT: #8 Grayciez Spirit (6th race)—10-1 M.L.
RACE ONE
(#2)MARYLAND PRIDE: Just missed in only start on “firm” turf; gelded
(#3)BILOXI BAY: Woke up on the drop in last start; tighter this go-around
(#7)TERRY’S CHARM: Fits on this level; has a penchant for minor awards
(#5)DEVISE: First start for a tag for 4YO; third start of current form cycle
SELECTIONS: 2-3-7-5
RACE TWO
(#3)FLYING ROCKET: Loving the cutback to one-turn mile setup; hot outfit
(#6)FOREVER DI: Hasn’t missed the tri in last 3 on dirt; wants two-turns?
(#7)DOUBLE SENCE: Drops in for a $6,250 tag, great draw; 1-turn x-factor
(#2)MARIO’S REVENGE: Toss last, steadied on 1st-turn, fits; likely overlay
SELECTIONS: 3-6-7-2
RACE THREE
(#4)POWER JAK: Improved off shelf for hot barn; has early lick, Jaramillo
(#8)PRAY PRAY PRAY: Sneaky good effort on debut as tepid chalk; upside
(#6)JUSTAGIRLSNIGHTOUT: By a solid 1st-crop sire; in snug for $12.5K?
(#2)SALSA RITA: Turf-to-dirt is appealing; creeps down in class, hood “off”
SELECTIONS: 4-8-6-2
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RACE FOUR
(#4)GRAND CANDY: Toss effort 2-back—left at gate; improved with blinks
(#5)EGYPTIAN HERO: Perfect in two of 7F heats at Tampa; cost one million
(#1)THEORY: G3 winner tries allowance foes; makes first start since May
(#7)SUNSHINE N SHADOW: Bay colt is at his best at Gulfstream; great post
SELECTIONS: 4-5-1-7
RACE FIVE
(#6)HERE’S TO LIFE: Barn solid with 2YOs; sire gets runners, cost $190K
(#2)SPIRIT FLY: Lacked a winning kick in first two, turns back, blinks “off”
(#4)SPEED STAR: Dream trip, denied in last; sharp 12-15 blowout, Saez up
(#7)THREAD THE NEEDLE: On bridle from outset; well bred, cost $230K
SELECTIONS: 6-2-4-7
RACE SIX
(#8)GRAYCIEZ SPIRIT: Dirt-to-turf on point; barn sent out $50 winner Sat.
(#4)THISSONGISABOUTYOU: She’s a shade better on turf; significant drop
(#10)BALLYHOO MOON: Noticeable improvement with blinkers; tighter
(#5)SECRET RECIPE: Placed in 50% of her starts lifetime but a tick cheap
SELECTIONS: 8-4-10-5
RACE SEVEN
(#3)MAJESTIC WON: Hails from high-percentage barn; dam was very fast
(#6)ONEBREATHATATIME: Jaramillo controls the pace; tries open rivals
(#4)ROMANTIC MOMENT: Dam was a GSW on turf; wants more ground?
(#5)VIOLENT TIMES: She’s training forwardly; sire’s get are precocious
SELECTIONS: 3-6-4-5
RACE EIGHT
(#1)MAGICAL SKY: Gets “firm” turf, 1-hole; second off layoff—overlay
(#8)CHURCH SOCIAL: Cutback to 8.5F trip suits; placed in 9-of-12 starts
(#9)PSALMODY: Good effort in last start off shelf; exits “live” heat for TAP
(#6)NAWLINS KITTY: Sports sneaky back class; at best on “firm” ground
SELECTIONS: 1-8-9-6
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RACE NINE
(#8)GO NONI GO: Improving for Maker; stakes placed on turf, 3rd off layoff
(#10)ANABELLA QUEEN: Gray has never run poorly on grass; 6-1 on M.L.
(#4)LENAMARIE: Talented, tries winners; more intrigued as price ascends
(#7)GIFT OF GLORY: Huge effort @ 67-1 in last; big improvement with hood
SELECTIONS: 8-10-4-7
RACE TEN
(#4)GATOR GIRL: Double-dip drop on the money; second off the sidelines
(#11)LITTLE MISS MAY: On the improve; spotted to win for $25K tag
(#5)ORDER IN: Sire gets turf runners; dam graded stakes placed on weeds
(#6)LOVELY SUNSET: Improving for Casse; needs a sharp start, clean trip
SELECTIONS: 4-11-5-6
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